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LegiTeam | Mitel & Partners is seeking an experienced Attorney to join their

Corporate & Commercial Team

Mitel & Partners is seeking an experienced Attorney to join their Corporate & Commercial Team. 

COMPANY DESCRIPTION

Mitel & Partners is a full-service law firm acknowledged as one of the top Romanian law firms, advising a vast

range of local and international clients, including corporations, financial institutions, governmental bodies and

individuals. We provide legal services at the highest standards of quality, based upon our extensive experience

involving major projects that cover a large spectrum of financial and business activities. Our Corporate &

Commercial Practice has extensive expertise in complex business and a comprehensive range of corporate and

commercial matters, offering professional and entrepreneurially-focused legal advice.

This is an excellent opportunity for a motivated attorney to further develop as part of a team of highly appreciated

professionals and provide top-quality advice and consultation to our premium clients.

REQUIREMENTS

-    3-5 years of professional experience as a corporate & commercial lawyer, including transaction exposure and

due diligence projects;

-    solid knowledge of civil and company law (experience in competition law matters is an advantage);

-    ability to handle multiple legal matters in a demanding work environment;

-    good team player, well-organized, with a proactive attitude and positive approach to work;

-    proficiency in English.

 

ROLE DESCRIPTION

As a member of our Corporate & Commercial team, you will have an active role in:

-    providing day-to-day advice and consultation on Corporate/M&A & Commercial matters;

-    drafting, reviewing and negotiating various legal documents, including contracts, agreements, corporate

policies across a range of clients and topics;

-    supporting corporate transactions, including mergers, acquisitions, and divestitures;

-    developing professional relationships with clients.

The role of the Corporate & Commercial Lawyer is a full-time, on-site position located in Bucharest.

BENEFITS

-    Motivating performance-oriented pay;

-    High-profile projects;

-    Opportunity to work and develop in a dynamic professional environment.

Candidates looking for an intense professional development in a motivating and friendly professional work

environment, where excellence and team spirit are promoted, are kindly asked to send their CVs to 

office@mitelpartners.ro.
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